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Structure and Organisation 
 

Vision: Why Offshore Floating Wind is important 

We, the Founding Members of the Friends of Floating Offshore Wind are confident that: 

 Floating Offshore Wind will become a cost-competitive form of low-carbon electricity 

generation by 2025 

 Floating Offshore Wind reduces the environmental impact of electricity generation from wind 

offshore 

 Floating Offshore Wind will contribute to the security of electricity supply with greater capacity 

factors than any other form of renewable electricity generation 

 Floating Offshore Wind offers unparalleled opportunities for local supply chain business 

opportunities and creation of local jobs 

 Scotland / the UK is uniquely positioned to make use of its experience as a shipbuilding nation 

and from the construction and operation of oil and gas facilities in the North Sea 

 Floating Offshore Wind has the ability to facilitate the conversion of offshore oil and gas 

capabilities with reduced impact on jobs and businesses 

 Floating Offshore Wind, the components and services associated with it will be required in 

applications all over the world to supply low-carbon electricity to islands, coasts with steep drop 

of water depth and poor soil conditions along the coast creating export and revenue 

opportunities in those countries where the technology and supply chain has been established 

first 

 

Objective 

It is the ambition of the Friends of Floating Offshore Wind to join forces in defining the support 

requirements and communicating these to the general public and the relevant stakeholders that can 

enable this support. There are common challenges faced by the industry that need to be overcome on 

the road to commercialisation. The role of Friends of Floating Offshore Wind is to identify these 

challenges and suggest initiatives and mechanisms that will address them to facilitate the rapid 

commercialisation of floating wind. The intention is that floating wind competes on an equal footing 

with other low carbon sources of electricity generation by 2025. 

On the first meeting, the members agreed to direct their activities towards creation of support primarily 

at the governments in Scotland and Westminster. 

It is foreseen to expand the activities to other countries and the EU at a later stage. 

Members and Membership 

The Founding Members of the Friends of Floating Offshore Wind are listed above and consist mainly of 

technology developers and associations that have an interest to bring floating offshore wind to the stage 

of commercial competitiveness. 
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The Founding Members agree not to set up a formal organization for the time being and not to collect 

membership fees. The cost for attending meetings, communications, work etc. shall be borne by the 

members themselves. 

To prevent conflict of interest, some institutional members will take the role of Supporting Members. 

Supporting Members are invited to participate in meetings and discussions and to offer their support to 

written statements. Supporting Members do not participate in votes on new members, written 

statements or changes in the structure. Supporting members have the option of supporting singular 

communications. 

The Founding Members can agree to invite additional parties to become members. Any of the Founding 

Members can propose new members to the Friends of Floating Offshore Wind. Decision on accepting 

new members shall be made by majority vote on the meetings of the Friends of Floating Offshore Wind. 

Membership becomes effective after this invitation has been accepted. 

Members agree to provide their contact details and their logo to be used in communications of the 

Friends of Floating Offshore Wind. 

Communication 

The Friends of Floating Offshore Wind agree to meet 3-4 times a year at irregular intervals, optimally 

along with conferences and events where it is likely that a large number of Members is attending. 

Without a formal structure and elected representation, communication with the general public in the 

name of the Friends of Floating Offshore Wind shall be done in the form of written statements only. 

Such written statements shall be agreed by no less than 90% of the founding members. 

The first of these statements is this manifesto. 
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The Needs of Floating Offshore Wind 
 
Introduction 

Global climate change calls for increased levels of electricity generation from renewable sources. While 

sites on land are sensitive, compete with other land uses and are likely to become scarce in densely 

populated areas, offshore wind power can be generated where there is little competition and, at some 

distance from the shore, where visibility is not a problem and the wind resource is higher. On many 

coasts, water depth increases quickly with distance from shore and even where the water is shallow, the 

soil properties may not be favourable for bottom-fixed foundations. Floating foundations for offshore 

wind turbines make development of these areas possible and projections show that they have the 

potential to become cost-competitive. First movers in this technology have the opportunity to develop a 

product that will be used around the world and to develop a supply chain that will generate new jobs 

and revenues. 

Status 

Floating substructures for offshore wind are in different stages of development and despite showing 

promising commercial potential, still require support to become state of the art and technology. 

Standard innovation cycles apply to floating offshore wind as well: from inception to feasibility studies, 

further to scale model tests on to demonstration projects and pilot projects until they arrive at 

commercial scale deployments. The diagram below describes this process and the definitions of 

Technology Readiness Level (TRL) as it was developed by NASA: 
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Currently, several concepts have already reached the level of scaled tests in wave tanks (TRL 4-5) and 

are moving towards the next step of full scale demonstrators (TRL 7). A few concepts have passed the 

demonstrator stage and are now looking for pilot projects (TRL 8) to become acceptable for investors 

and lenders in commercial projects. Beyond the stage of pilot projects, concepts need to prove 

themselves in a commercial environment (TRL 9). 

For the demonstration or proof of concept stage of floating offshore wind substructures, the concept 

needs to be realised in a single unit with wind turbines of sufficient size to exert representative loads on 

the structure, typically in the order of 2 MW or larger. This unit is operated for a duration of 1-3 years to 

be subjected to a representative range of environmental conditions. 

In the pilot stage, the main objective is to prove the commercial side of the concept and to bridge the 

gap between demonstrator stage and full scale commercial deployment to achieve the confidence of 

investors and lenders. This would typically be done with full scale, state of the art wind turbines over the 

full design life of the wind turbines and typically in a small project of 5-10 units i.e. a capacity between 

25 and 80 MW. 
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To facilitate the move towards to the commercial stage, several concepts will require demonstration 

sites and pilot projects. Both can either be dedicated projects that are developed for the purpose of 

floating offshore wind, but they can also make use of opportunities where other technologies such as 

wave or tidal energy were planned or they can be added to existing wind farms that have spare capacity 

in their grid connection. 

On this path to commercialization, floating offshore wind substructure concepts encounter a number of 

challenges. 
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Challenges for floating offshore wind substructures 
There are two major challenges, which must be addressed to facilitate demonstration and pilot projects 

for floating offshore wind and allow the potential for the industry to be realized: consenting, combined 

with grid connection on the one hand and financial support on the other. 

 

The Consent and Grid Challenge 

Demonstration Consent 
To undertake a demonstration project, the floating wind technology developer requires access to a 

suitable site where the technology can be prototyped with a single full-scale offshore wind turbine with a 

capacity of 2 MW or larger. The consenting process varies across the UK, with differing regulatory and 

approval processes.  

Governments in different part of the UK have tried to develop processes to make the consenting process 

proportional to size, risk and environmental sensitivity and to try to create well defined time frames for 

approval. It is unfortunate that in the experience of the technology developers these policies have little 

effect on the speed or complexity of delivering demonstration consents. 

In the way the existing regulation is being applied in practice, the current consent process displays a lack 

of proportionality. Therefore, the timeframe and cost of consenting demonstration sites represent an 

inefficient use of valuable resources and capital and present a substantial roadblock to access investment 

and to deploy prototype devices. Furthermore, there is a large degree of uncertainty over the duration 

and outcome of the process, which makes it even less attractive for investors to sponsor such 

developments.   

Pilot Consent 
The purpose of pilot projects is to give confidence in the long-term performance of floating systems, 

providing experience and track record that demonstrate the endurance and commercial viability thus 

generating investor and lender confidence for commercial scale deployment. 

Pilot consents are more complex than those for demonstration devices as these developments will be 

operational for the design life of the wind turbine: typically 20-25 years. Pilot developments would 

typically consist of 5-10 units with state of the art wind turbines resulting in capacities of up to 80 MW.  

With this, it becomes clear that the environmental impacts would be significantly less than for a 

commercial scale offshore wind farm of several hundred MW capacity and the requirements in the 

consenting procedure should reflect this in order to reduce the cost and duration for the development of 

pilot sites.  

Similar to the consenting process for demonstration projects, the experience of the technology developers 

is that there is a discrepancy between the legislation as laid out by the governments with best intentions 

and the application of this legislation for the consenting process. 

Uncertainty over the duration of the consenting process, from inception until receipt of consent is a major 

factor that impacting the development of pilot sites: any consenting scheme should have a transparent 

and fixed time frame for all processes and parties involved. This will assist the developer, the statutory 
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consultees and the consenting authority.  The fixed schedule and agreed work will create a clear cost and 

schedule which would allow the developer to attract investors by being able to give accurate costs and 

schedules to investors. 

Grid 
Grid connection is the other major challenge: there may be delays in the extension of the grid capacity, 

uncertainty over the available grid capacity and generally a lack of capacity at suitable locations.  

For demonstration projects, it would be beneficial if the grid connection was secured and reserved for 

demonstrators to connect when the technology is ready, e.g. by providing the required guarantees. 

For pilot projects, a stumbling block is in the guarantees and application costs for the grid connection that 

represent a major investment at an early stage of the development of the site when there is still a no 

consent for and significant uncertainty that the project will ultimately be delivered. 

Once again the key challenge is to create confidence in the costs and schedule and to ensure that 

significant grid costs are avoided prior to having clarity on the consenting process. 

The Funding Challenge 
The funding of pilot projects and demonstrators is a significant challenge, and the incentive mechanisms 

should be designed differently to match with the application. 

Demonstration Projects 
For demonstration projects the objective is to design, develop, construct install and operate a prototype 

device for a limited period time: normally 1 or 2 years.  Thereafter the operating period may be extended 

for a year or two, but ultimately the life of the demonstrator is limited to max. 5 years before the structure 

will be decommissioned.  

The nature of the demonstrator means that remuneration-based incentives are unlikely to be particularly 

effective given that the lifetime of the device will be too short to allow it to generate sufficient income to 

represent a commercial proposition. In addition, investors in the technology developer are driven by the 

value of the IP and the potential to develop a product which has a significant global market. They will 

invest in the prototype but given the risk profile there will be a preference, for grants or low-interest loans 

to deliver the prototype. 

Pilot Projects 
The purpose of a pilot project is to construct a small-scale development based on floating technology and 

to operate it for the full life of the system: typically 20 or 25 years plus construction and decommissioning 

period. The investors in such a project are more likely to be utilities or merchant plant generators who 

wish to understand the potential of the technology for large-scale commercial deployment competing in 

the offshore wind market. The cost of pilot projects can be substantial and easily reach the order of £150 

to £300 million.  

For investors in pilot projects, a remuneration-based incentive scheme such as ROC’s, CfD or fixed feed-

in tariff is preferable as it allows to present a business case for the pilot project. This could be combined 

with a capital grant programme to create a mixed framework. 
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Impact of Addressing the Grid, Consent and Funding 
Improving the consenting and grid process, principally by adding cost and schedule certainty to the 

process will have a significant impact on the potential for floating wind technology design companies and 

offshore wind developers to progress floating wind technology to commercial viability. Developing 

suitable support mechanisms will allow the floating wind technology industry to develop in the UK and to 

capitalise on the long history of offshore engineering expertise that exists, applying it to a new and 

emerging field. This will provide the UK with a significant new source of energy and the foundation of a 

export industry in floating wind technology to deliver the industry on a global basis. 

 

Conclusions 
The challenges above affect all levels of government in the UK: both national at the Westminster level and 

the devolved administrations in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. 

The discussion on consent and grid has highlighted two issues that are a key requirement for both 

demonstration and pilot projects: these are clarity on the cost and schedule to achieve consent and access 

the grid. Suitable sites should be identified which represent practical demonstration / pilot sites and for 

which grid capacity can be made available.  Government and industry should work together to develop 

an agreed process with a clear cost and schedule to deliver consent and access the grid.  
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Requests of the Friends of Floating Offshore Wind 
Therefore, we, the Founding Members of the Friends of Floating Offshore Wind request the following: 

1. For demonstration projects: 

The Scottish Government and the Westminster Government to take measures to increase the 

number of available sites for the demonstration of floating offshore wind substructure 

prototypes. 

The Founding Members of the Friends of Floating Offshore Wind agree that an effective, well-

organised, transparent consenting process that ensures the processing of consent applications in 

a fixed period of time and with certainty over the inputs required for the submission of 

applications is necessary to give investors in such project developments confidence over their 

investment and the probability to achieve consent in time to meet with grid connection or 

remuneration deadlines. 

This process would simplify and accelerate the task for the technology developer to install a 

prototype. It would provide a clear understanding of the time frame and cost of consenting and 

allow the developer to concentrate resources and capital on the delivery of the project and it 

would allow the developer to attract investors by being able to give accurate costs and schedules 

to investors. 

Besides the developer, this will assist the statutory consultees and the consenting authority. 

Consideration should be given to establish a process that reflects the scale of the project and the 

likely environmental impact. 

The Founding Members of the Friends of Floating Offshore Wind agree that a grant support 

mechanism would be beneficial to incentivize the development of sites and reduce the 

considerable financial risk for developers. 

Furthermore, it should be considered to make available demonstration or pilot project sites 

which have already been developed to full consent and grid connection. A change of use of sites 

previously developed for other purposes may accelerate the provision of such sites. Sites that are 

not fully developed may be improved by a pre-installation of cables to the site. 

Finally, it should be considered to introduce regulations that allow for the preferential 

reservation and connection of demonstration projects to the electricity grid and that give 

transparency into available grid capacities. 

 

2. For pilot projects: 

The Scottish Government and the Westminster Government to take measures to increase the 

number of available sites for Pilot projects of floating offshore wind substructure prototypes. 

The Scottish Government and the Westminster Government to take measures to provide a 

remuneration system for pilot projects that takes into account the innovative nature of the 

nascent technology of floating offshore wind and allows the development towards commercial 

competitiveness outside the framework of competitive tenders for large scale commercial 

offshore wind farms. 
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This support mechanism may be in the form of a fixed feed-in tariff offered to demonstrators 

and pilot wind farms based on floating support structures or on competitive tenders outside the 

CfD tender framework for commercial scale offshore wind farms based on bottom-fixed 

foundations. 

The Founding Members of the Friends of Floating Offshore Wind agree that an effective, well-

organised, transparent consenting process that guarantees the processing of consent 

applications in a guaranteed period of time and with certainty over the inputs required for the 

submission of applications is necessary to give investors in such project developments 

confidence over their investment and the probability to achieve consent in time to meet with 

grid connection or remuneration deadlines. Besides the developer, this will assist the statutory 

consultees and the consenting authority. Consideration should be given to establish a process 

that reflects proportionality between the scale of the project, the likely environmental impact 

and the requirements for the application. 

The Founding Members of the Friends of Floating Offshore Wind agree that a grant support 

mechanism would be beneficial to incentivize the development of sites and reduce the 

considerable financial risk for developers. A mixed system of development grant and revenue 

support should be developed in conjunction with the government to provide the greatest 

flexibility and incentive while minimising the impact on the public purse.  

Finally, it should be considered to introduce regulations that allow for the preferential 

reservation and connection of pilot projects to the electricity grid and that give transparency 

into available grid capacities. 
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The Founding Members of the Friends of Floating Offshore Wind: 
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